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	Psychology at the beginning of the twenty-first century has become a highly diverse field of scientific study and applied technology. Psychologists commonly regard their discipline as the science of behavior, and the American Psychological Association has formally designated 2000 to 2010 as the “Decade of Behavior.” The pursuits of behavioral scientists range from the natural sciences to the social sciences and embrace a wide variety of objects of investigation. Some psychologists have more in common with biologists than with most other psychologists, and some have more in common with sociologists than with most of their psychological colleagues. Some psychologists are interested primarily in the behavior of animals, some in the behavior of people, and others in the behavior of organizations. These and other dimensions of difference among psychological scientists are matched by equal if not greater heterogeneity among psychological practitioners, who currently apply a vast array of methods in many different settings to achieve highly varied purposes.


	Psychology has been rich in comprehensive encyclopedias and in handbooks devoted to specific topics in the field. However, there has not previously been any single handbook designed to cover the broad scope of psychological science and practice. The present 12-volume Handbook of Psychology was conceived to occupy this place in the literature. Leading national and international scholars and practitioners have collaborated to produce 297 authoritative and detailed chapters covering all fundamental facets of the discipline, and the Handbook has been organized to capture the breadth and diversity of psychology and to encompass interests and concerns shared by psychologists in all branches of the field.


	Two unifying threads run through the science of behavior. The first is a common history rooted in conceptual and empirical approaches to understanding the nature of behavior. The specific histories of all specialty areas in psychology trace their origins to the formulations of the classical philosophers and the methodology of the early experimentalists, and appreciation for the historical evolution of psychology in all of its variations transcends individual identities as being one kind of psychologist or another. Accordingly, Volume 1 in the Handbook is devoted to the history of psychology as it emerged in many areas of scientific study and applied technology.
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Real-Time and Embedded Computing Systems and Applications : 9th International Conference, RTCSA 2003Springer, 2004
This volume contains the 37 papers presented at the 9th International Conference
on Real-Time and Embedded Computing Systems and Applications (RTCSA
2003). RTCSA is an international conference organized for scientists and
researchers from both academia and industry to hold intensive discussions on
advancing technologies topics...
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Tools for Collaborative Decision-Making (Focus Series in Computer Engineering and It)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Decision-making has evolved recently thanks to the introduction of information and communication technologies in many organizations, which has led to new kinds of decision-making processes, called “collaborative decision-making”, at the organizational and cognitive levels. This book looks at the development of the decision-making...
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Halo 2 Hacks: Tips & Tools for Finishing the FightO'Reilly, 2005
Even if you've finished Halo 2 in Legendary Mode, you're not  done with this game. Not by a long shot. You know there's a  lot more you can squeeze out of Halo 2, and with the clever  hacks we have in store, you'll turn the game into a whole  new experience. Halo 2 Hacks is the  creation of...
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PostgreSQL: Introduction and ConceptsPearson Education, 2000
The most advanced, feature-rich SQL database server available, the open-source PostgreSQL system has rapidly become a key Internet technology. PostgreSQL: Introduction and Concepts, written by a founding member of the PostgreSQL Global Development Team, provides a much-needed tutorial and real-world guide to understanding and...
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Excel for Scientists and Engineers: Numerical MethodsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Learn to fully harness the power of Microsoft Excel® to perform scientific and engineering calculations
With this text as your guide, you can significantly enhance Microsoft Excel's® capabilities to execute the calculations needed to solve a variety of chemical, biochemical, physical, engineering, biological, and medicinal problems. The...
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Developing Java Web Services: Architecting and Developing Secure Web Services Using JavaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
"I commend this book to you as your springboard to the future of how to make the Net work."
    -from the Foreword by Simon Phipps, Chief Technology Evangelist, Sun Microsystems, Inc.
    
    This hands-on developer's guide to Web services prepares you for the next level of distributed computing. The authors clearly show...
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